Abstract. This paper studies a new color image edge detection method. The fuzzy inference engine is designed to detect edges. Some membership functions in horizontal and vertical directions are used for edge detecting. Experimental results show the presented method provides good performance when it is compared with conventional methods.
Introduction
Fuzzy technique is the fuzzy logic which is a feature of various valued logic [1] [2] [3] . Fuzzy technique is a method that describes features with artificial intelligence way, such as fuzzy sets.
FST (fuzzy sets theory) is especially helpful in dealing different uncertainties in image processing applications [4] [5] [6] .
There have been many images processing technique using FST, and one may can use particular fuzzy technique to solve the given problem [7] . Applications based on FST are edge detection, color image processing, image segmentation, and format conversion [8] [9] [10] .
There are few steps in FST [11] . They are fuzzification step, inference step, and defuzzification step. In general, image enhancement using FST is gray level mapping into membership function with fuzzy strengthening factors [12] [13] [14] .
Proposed method
The process of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 1 . The procedure has three steps: fuzzification, inference engine, and defuzzification. 
Experimental Results
Simulation results are shown in Fig. 2. Figures 2(a) 
Conclusions
We studied a new color image edge detecting method. We designed fuzzy inference engine, which is used for fuzzification and defuzzification. Simulation results proved that the presented method gives better visual results than that of conventional methods. 
